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STATE OF INDIANA )  BEFORE THE INDIANA OFFICE OF 
)  ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 
)  PROCEEDINGS 

    )   
 
IN THE MATTER OF:   ) 
      ) 
APPEAL OF JULY 26 FSSA   ) 
ORDER TO LANDMARK RECOVERY ) 
OF CARMEL, LLC    ) 

 

PETITION FOR REVIEW AND REQUEST FOR STAY 
OF EFFECTIVENESS OF AN AGENCY ACTION 

Statement of the Case 

Landmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC hereby petitions for administrative review and 

stay of effectiveness of an emergency order dated July 26, 2023 (“July 26 Order”) issued 

by the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration, Division of Mental Health and 

Addiction (“DMHA”).1 The July 26 Order revokes the certifications for three different fa-

cilities owned by Landmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC.2 Those three facilities — located 

in three different regions and municipalities of Indiana — are: (1) Praxis of South Bend; 

(2) Praxis of Carmel; and (3) Praxis of Fort Wayne. 

DMHA did not conduct any formal hearing before issuing the July 26 Order. 

DMHA instead issued it as an “emergency” order under IC 4-21.5-4-1. The July 26 Order 

implies there is “[c]onduct or practice in the operations of the facility that is found by the 

division to be detrimental to the welfare of the residents.” See 440 IAC 7.5-4-6(a)(3).  

Yet the July 26 Order contains little identification of facts or explanation or ra-

tionale. It only states that: (a) the three sites were on a conditional status pending 

 

1 A copy of the July 26 Order is attached here as Exhibit A.  
2 Landmark Recovery currently operates five facilities in Indiana. They are: (1) Praxis of Carmel; (2) Praxis 
of Fort Wayne; (3) Praxis of South Bend; (4) Landmark Recovery of Carmel; and (5) Praxis of Ladoga. 
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completion of a Corrective Action Plan (“CAP”); (b) Landmark Recovery failed to timely 

report three deaths at the South Bend facility; and (c) Landmark Recovery failed to report 

other unspecified incidences at the South Bend facility to DMHA. The Order lacks: (1) any 

supporting evidence of these claims; (2) any statement of facts and law justifying the exer-

cise of its emergency powers; and (3) any allegation whatsoever relating to any (if any) 

issues at the Carmel and/or Fort Wayne facilities.  

If the word “emergency” is to have any meaning, the above cannot constitute an 

emergency. Our courts have allowed agencies to temporarily infringe on constitutional 

rights in emergency situations. But these instances are rare and involved truly exceptional 

— and often unconscionable — situations. See e.g., U.S. v. Huddleston, 593 F.3d 596 (7th 

Cir. 2010) (presence of an armed, sleeping trespasser who just threatened to kill the tenant 

justified warrantless entry of a home); Majors v. Engelbrecht, 149 F.3d 709 (7th Cir. 1998) 

(Indiana could suspend a license of nurse for 90 days when preliminary investigations 

showed that the nurse may have been euthanizing elderly patients). The above does not 

qualify as such a situation. Indeed, the July 26 Order does not even comply with the plain 

meaning of the relevant statutes.  

First, the July 26 Order refers to the conditional status of the three facilities. Perhaps 

the suggestion is that this conditional status is somehow also grounds for the drastic emer-

gency actions being taken now. But that conditional status, and the concerns that originally 

led to its implementation, have been known to DMHA for over 5 months. Those concerns 

were not cause for any emergency unilateral revocation of certification then, and nothing 

changed since to justify it on July 26, 2023. This is especially true because DMHA agreed 

in writing that each of the three facilities was meeting (if not exceeding) essentially all of 

DMHA’s expectations for timely compliance with the CAPs. Landmark Recovery was 

more than on its way to fully completing the CAPs by September 11, 2023. DMHA fails to 

explain its sudden and unilateral change of expectations embodied in the July 26 Order – 
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not for the South Bend facility, and certainly not for either the Fort Wayne or Carmel facil-

ities. 

Second, DMHA is silent on what emergency exists at the Carmel or Fort Wayne 

facilities. The only new situation that could qualify as an “emergency” are the three deaths 

that occurred at the South Bend facility. And yet the July 26 Order blithely lumps all three 

facilities together, ordering that all three facilities cease operations by August 16, 2023. IC 

4-21.5-4-2 requires DMHA to give “a brief statement of the facts and the law that justifies 

[its] decision to take the specific action” outlined in the July 26 Order. DMHA has blatantly 

failed to do so. And it could not even if it had tried – indeed, it failed to even visit these 

facilities before shutting them down. There are simply no factual grounds that can even be 

argued to justify the drastic emergency action as it relates to the Carmel and Fort Wayne 

facilities.  

Third, even the cryptic reference to untimely reporting of three deaths at the South 

Bend facility is suspect. As discussed below, DMHA could not have conducted any mean-

ingful investigation into these three deaths. Landmark Recovery knows this is true because 

— despite its many attempts to cooperate and explain the relevant laws — not a single 

governmental agency has followed proper procedures under 42 CFR Part 2 to obtain the 

relevant evidence. That federal law mandates that patient identities and health information 

at addiction treatment facilities such as these must be withheld from authorities absent a 

court order obtained by the requesting authorities. Landmark Recovery has repeatedly tried 

to explain the relevant federal laws and mandatory procedures for many months. The only 

success it ever had in this regard was with the St. Joseph County Prosecutor’s Office. With-

out having followed these federal mandates to properly obtain the information from the 

South Bend facility, DMHA cannot possibly have reached any conclusions about the cir-

cumstances and/or causes of these three tragic events. 
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Fourth, there is little truth to the allegation that Landmark Recovery failed to timely 

report the three deaths at the South Bend facility. Two were timely reported within one 

working day as is required by 440 IAC 7.5-2-4. The third was reported within two working 

days, with a 12-hour delay beyond the deadline. That only occurred because of the unex-

pected and sudden resignation of the South Bend facility’s Executive Director before the 

report could be completed and submitted. And a 12-hourly reporting delay is not the kind 

of “emergency” that justifies the abrogation of constitutional property rights. See Huddle-

ston and Majors.  

Last, 440 IAC 7.5-2-4 requires a report to DMHA only for incidents “involving the 

resident or a household member requiring police response.” (Emphasis added.) But since 

March 24, 2023, there have been no unreported incidents at any of the three facilities where 

a police response was required. It appears DMHA is thus referring to situations involving 

routine medical or psychiatric events. For the past few months, the St. Joseph County Sher-

iff’s Office chose to send a police officer to accompany any and all ambulance runs when-

ever the South Bend facility’s personnel would request such services. But those ambulance 

runs did not in any way require a police response. Moreover, neither the Carmel nor Fort 

Wayne facilities have had similar situations with law enforcement attending purely medical 

incidents.  

There is simply no justification for the July 26 Order. And it is hard to overstate the 

gravity of this situation. With a careless stroke of a pen, DMHA overnight has caused: (1) 

more than 200 Hoosiers to lose their jobs; (2) more than 100 disabled, low-income patients 

to need to find last-minute care; and (3) Indiana to lose 298 beds that are exclusively ded-

icated to serving Medicaid patients.  

Our courts have held time and time again that “[a]ny act of an agency in excess of 

its power is ultra vires and void." Planned Parenthood of Indiana v. Carter, 854 N.E.2d 

853, 864 (Ind. Ct. App. 2006) (citing Howell v. Indiana-American Water Co., 668 N.E.2d 
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1272, 1276 (Ind. Ct. App. 1996)). This is such a situation. At its core, the July 26 Order is 

legally insufficient for the three facilities, collectively or individually. It must be voided. 

At a minimum, it must be stayed until further proceedings to prevent any additional irrep-

arable harm. It is one thing for Landmark Recovery to suffer financial harm. It is entirely 

another to cause irreparable harm to hundreds of hardworking Hoosiers that are often im-

poverished and at their most vulnerable state of need, battling addictions that are capable 

of destroying them and their lives. 

Introduction 

1. Landmark Recovery is an evidence-based recovery provider serving those battling 

substance use and co-occurring mental disorders. It has facilities in nine states: Col-

orado, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Nevada, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Vir-

ginia.  

2. Each of the five facilities operating in Indiana functions under different Executive 

Directors and local leadership teams. They are related in the sense that they each 

fall under the same corporate entity. But the day-to-day operations are completely 

separate and independently run. 

3. In 2021 and 2022, Newsweek named Landmark Recovery’s flagship location in 

Louisville, Kentucky as Kentucky's “top addiction treatment center.” Landmark 

Recovery is committed to providing that high-quality, evidence-based care to eve-

ryone who seeks it. It has made it a mission to help individuals seeking assistance 

with substance use and co-occurring mental disorders, regardless of their socioec-

onomic status. This commitment necessitates accepting clients who receive 

healthcare coverage through Medicaid.  

4. This is a critical mission. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, mental ill-

ness and substance use disorders affect around 65.4 million Americans who are 
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non-elderly adults.3 This equates to roughly one-third of the nation’s population. 

There is evidence, alongside simple common sense, that those Americans who are 

enrolled in Medicaid suffer from substance use and mental health issues at a higher 

rate than those with private insurance. Those same Americans also are more likely 

to have chronic health conditions and often report poorer health.  

5. Medicaid plays a vital role in ensuring fair healthcare access for minority groups. 

The Kaiser Family Foundation notes that Medicaid is “a major source of coverage 

for people of color” and “helps to ensure access to care and provide financial pro-

tection from health care costs.”4  

6. By welcoming those patients who are enrolled in Medicaid, Landmark Recovery 

provides services to those who almost surely would otherwise go untreated. Very 

few providers have attempted to extend their services to Medicaid patients at scale. 

This is primarily because of the economics of the situation. Medicaid reimburse-

ments often come at approximately one-third (1/3) or one-fourth (1/4) of commer-

cial insurance rates. To add an additional challenge, many Medicaid patients tend 

to grapple with more severe, complex physical and mental conditions. Landmark 

Recovery is one of the few providers of substance use and mental health treatment 

that have embraced this population and the challenges presented.  

7. Landmark Recovery provides 434 detox and inpatient beds in Indiana. Approxi-

mately 80% of those beds are exclusively dedicated to serving those who depend 

on Medicaid. Data suggests that Landmark Recovery is one of the largest — if not 

the largest — providers of Medicaid beds in Indiana.  

8. If the July 26 Order goes into effect, Indiana will immediately lose 298 detox and 

inpatient beds that are almost entirely reserved for Medicaid patients.  

 

3 https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/demographics-and-health-insurance-coverage-of-nonelderly-
adults-with-mental-illness-and-substance-use-disorders-in-2020/  
4 https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/medicaid-and-racial-health-equity/  

https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/demographics-and-health-insurance-coverage-of-nonelderly-adults-with-mental-illness-and-substance-use-disorders-in-2020/
https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/demographics-and-health-insurance-coverage-of-nonelderly-adults-with-mental-illness-and-substance-use-disorders-in-2020/
https://www.kff.org/medicaid/issue-brief/medicaid-and-racial-health-equity/
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9. Since the July 26 Order, Landmark Recovery has been forced to furlough more than 

200 hardworking employees in Indiana.  

The July 26 Order 

10. This petition concerns DMHA’s July 26 Order. There, DMHA invoked its emer-

gency powers under IC 4-21.5-4-1 to revoke the certifications of three of Landmark 

Recovery’s facilities operating in Indiana – South Bend, Carmel, and Fort Wayne.  

11. It is a basic axiom that healthcare providers have a constitutional “property interest” 

in their ability to licenses and certifications. Family and Social Svcs. Admin. v. 

Jones, 691 N.E.2d 1354, 1357 (Ind. Ct. App. 1998) (citing McKinney v. George, 

726 F.2d 1183, 1189 (7th Cir. 1984)). 

12. It follows that healthcare providers “may not be deprived of that license without 

due process of law.” See id.  

13. In the July 26 Order, DMHA stated the sole rationale for this emergency action 

against all three separate facilities as follows:  

On March 15, 2023, Landmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC had three 

locations placed on a conditional status due to noncompliance of 

various sections of 440 IAC 7.5 and 440 IAC 4.4. These locations 

included Landmark Recovery of Carmel, Praxis Treatment of Fort 

Wayne, and Praxis of South Bend. On July 12, 2023, Praxis of South 

Bend was issued an amended conditional status based on three 

deaths that occurred at that location and that were not reported in 

accordance with 440 IAC 7.5-2-4. In addition, DMHA sent multiple 

incidences that were not reported to the division in accordance with 

440 IAC 7.5-2-4 to the agency. 

14. DMHA thus concluded that it: “…will revoke certification for Landmark Recovery 

of Carmel, Praxis Treatment of Fort Wayne, and Praxis of South Bend based on 440 
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IAC 7.5-4-6(a)(3) effective July 27, 2023.” It is noteworthy that DMHA chose not 

to revoke certification for the facilities in Indianapolis or Ladoga.5 

15. 440 IAC 7.5-4-6(a)(3) states DMHA may “revoke certification issued under this 

rule if the division's investigation finds … [c]onduct or practice in the operations 

of the facility that is found by the division to be detrimental to the welfare of the 

residents.”  

16. No formal proceeding preceded the July 26 Order. IC 4-21.5-4-1 allows DMHA to 

make such revocations unilaterally without a formal proceeding if: (1) “an emer-

gency exists” or (2) “a statute authorizes the agency to issue a temporary order or 

otherwise take immediate agency action.” No statutory authority was cited by 

DMHA under the second scenario. It only identified an emergency as justification 

for its actions in the July 26 Order. 

17. There is no case law on what “emergency” means under IC 4-21.5-4-1. But our 

courts have allowed agencies to temporarily infringe on constitutional rights in 

emergency situations. These rare instances involved truly exceptional — and often 

unconscionable — situations. See e.g., U.S. v. Huddleston, 593 F.3d 596 (7th Cir. 

2010) (presence of an armed, sleeping trespasser who just threatened to kill the 

tenant justified warrantless entry of a home); Majors v. Engelbrecht, 149 F.3d 709 

(7th Cir. 1998) (Indiana could suspend a license of nurse for 90 days when prelim-

inary investigations showed that the nurse may have been euthanizing elderly pa-

tients). 

 

5 Perhaps DMHA believes that incidents at one location should not implicate another location. And Land-
mark Recovery agrees with this. But, DMHA should then have followed this same logic and not revoked 
the licenses for the Carmel and Fort Wayne facilities based upon their purported concerns over the South 
Bend facility.  
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18. To justify such use of emergency powers, DMHA must provide “a brief statement 

of the facts and the law that justifies the agency's decision to take the specific action 

under this chapter.” See IC 4-21.5-4-2. 

19. As will be described in more detail, and as will be demonstrated at the hearing in 

this matter, there was no “emergency” justifying DMHA’s unilateral decision to act 

without a formal proceeding.  

20. As a consequence, the July 26 Order is contrary to law, unconstitutional, and should 

be overturned.  

Landmark Recovery is in Compliance with CAP 

21. DMHA based its certification revocation of the three Landmark Recovery facilities 

on their alleged noncompliance with 440 IAC 7.5 and 440 IAC 4.4. The first statute 

concerns “Sub-Acute Stabilization Facility.” The second statute concerns “Addic-

tion Treatment Services Provider.” 

22. DMHA first asserted that Landmark Recovery was in noncompliance with these 

statutes at each of the three facilities on March 15, 2023.6 There, DMHA listed 134 

citations based on its initial review. However, DMHA did not seek emergency relief 

under IC 4-21.5-4-1. Clearly, the agency did not believe then that the issues raised 

in the citations somehow constituted a sufficient alarm or emergency to trigger uni-

lateral relief without a formal proceeding. 

23. The process of identifying, reviewing, and addressing DMHA citations of treatment 

providers occurs in a CAP. In this matter, DMHA arrived at an agreed-upon CAP 

for each of the three separate facilities on March 24, 2023.7  

24. After further investigations and discussions taking place shortly after the entry of 

the March 2023 CAP, the CAP was reduced to only 27 issues that required further 

 

6 A copy of the letter dated March 15, 2023 is attached hereto as Exhibit B.  
7 A copy of the CAP is attached hereto as Exhibit C.  
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attention, with DMHA withdrawing over 100 of its initial citations. Indeed, the last 

time DMHA visited the South Bend facility, there were only 5 items from the CAP 

that required further corrections. Every other remaining issue had been addressed.  

25. Similarly, DMHA found that the Carmel facility was in compliance with all but 3 

of the remaining items from the CAP. Under the CAP’s terms, the Landmark Re-

covery facilities each have until September 11, 2023, to demonstrate compliance 

with the CAP before DMHA can move to revoke its license – at least, absent the 

need for truly legitimate emergency relief.  

26. The CAP process clearly worked and was working. Despite the fact that the three 

Landmark Recovery facilities have well over a month still to complete the CAP, the 

exchanges between the parties show that they were each already substantially com-

plying with the CAP and/or making significant progress towards such compliance.  

27. The DMHA investigators repeatedly admit this. For example, the Provider Review 

for South Bend dated May 18, 2023 gives a positive assessment of Landmark Re-

covery (“South Bend Provider Review”).8 Below are just a few excerpts of what 

DMHA wrote in that Provider Review: 

a. “All residents and staff reported a noticeably improved culture change since 

leadership changed in April.”  

b. “Staff demonstrate a cohesive knowledge of safety practices and general 

administrative protocols.” 

c. “In a review of documentation, intakes were thorough and consistently ad-

hered to Indiana Administrative Code.” 

d. “Treatment plans were completed on time, demonstrated individualization, 

and were clear in the established agreement with the individual.”  

 

8 A copy of the South Bend Provider Review is attached hereto as Exhibit D.  
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e. “There is consistent evidence of discharges being completed with individu-

als and on time, according to Indiana Administrative Code.”  

f. “The agency is also demonstrating adherence to Indiana Administrative 

Code as it relates to consumer rights notifications.”  

g. “While resident feedback provided a plethora of ideas on how to improve 

day-to-day flow and the consumer experience, much of the feedback brought 

forth is perceived by DMHA as items that are easy to be responded to with 

considerate updates to practices.” 

h. “During the site visit, eight residents were successfully graduating and re-

turning to the community, which is a notable and positive result. DMHA 

commends the successful outcomes.” 

i. “During the site visit, Leadership balanced engaging with Residents to ad-

dress needs and to express affirmations to Residents while juggling the site 

visit. DMHA appreciated the congenial engagement, and accessibility of 

Leadership to Residents, and how that culminated in a homelike, supportive 

atmosphere.” 

j. “One resident felt so connected with Landmark they would like to explore 

future employment opportunity with the agency.” 

28. The South Bend Provider Review concluded: 

“Overall, Praxis of South Bend appears to be in transition towards im-

proving overall practices. The documentation reviewed demonstrated an 

agency improvement from QI review conducted at Fort Wayne in February 

of 2023.”  
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29. As another example, the Provider Review for Carmel location, dated May 31, 2023, 

also gives a positive assessment of Landmark Recovery (“Carmel Provider Re-

view”):9  

a. “The intake process demonstrates almost all areas of Indiana Administra-

tive Code are appropriately adhered to. Especially notable was that all 

residents clearly underwent a medical exam early in admission. Treatment 

plans were completed on time, and all included a signature demonstrating 

consumer involvement.”  

b. “There were consistently favorable reviews of nursing staff and thera-

pists.” 

c. “Overall satisfaction with the quality of care, and connection with others 

in group work.” 

d. “There is consistent evidence of discharges being completed with individ-

uals and on time and planned discharges demonstrated consumer involve-

ment in planning.” 

e. “The agency is also demonstrating adherence to Indiana Administrative 

Code as it relates to consumer rights notifications and had zero findings in 

this area.” 

30. The Carmel Provider Review concluded: 

“Overall, Praxis of Carmel appears to be completing the majority of doc-

umentation well and in adherence to Indiana Administrative Code. Resi-

dents speak highly of their recovery experience at the agency, including 

relationships with staff and the treatment components.”. 

 

9 A copy of the Carmel Provider Review is attached hereto as Exhibit E.  
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31. There was no emergency that justified revocation under IC 4-21.5-4-1. To the con-

trary, the record establishes that the CAP process worked, and was working. 

DMHA’s own site reviews in May 2023 conclusively establish that the South Bend 

and Carmel facilities, for example, were in compliance with Indiana law, providing 

valuable treatment to Hoosiers who needed it the most. 

There are no emergencies in any of the facilities. 

32. In the July 26 Order, DMHA also cites the fact that there were three deaths at the 

South Bend facility in July 2023. Tragically, that is true.  

33. What is also true, though, is that there is absolutely no proof – much less an alle-

gation or finding – that any one of those deaths was the result of any harmful “con-

duct or practice in the operations of the facility.” See 440 IAC 7.5-4-6(a)(3).  

34. The wording of the July 26 Order effectively concedes this by merely stating that 

the three deaths “were not reported in accordance with” the Indiana Code.  

35. Indiana Code does not allow DMHA to revoke the South Bend facility’s certifica-

tion solely based on patient deaths. This is especially true since DMHA has not 

made any determinations or findings regarding the deaths. Indeed, it is not possible 

for it to do so with the information at hand.10  

 

10 Since the tragedies, Landmark Recovery has attempted to work with state and federal agencies to share 
the relevant evidence about these separate events. As Landmark Recovery has explained to them many 
times since at least October 2022, Landmark Recovery must comply with the procedures mandated by fed-
eral law under 42 CFR Part 2. But despite its multiple attempts to cooperate and explain the relevant laws 
and procedures to all agencies, none of them have followed the proper procedure required under 42 CFR 
Part 2.  
 
To make the record clear, 42 CFR Part 2 is a federally mandated procedure that was enacted to protect 
against the unnecessary disclosure of sensitive medical information and/or the identities of people seeking 
help to address their addictions. The initial burden of filing the necessary pleadings to obtain such infor-
mation rests on the requesting party (e.g., the law enforcement entities or prosecutorial officials investigat-
ing the incidents). While Landmark Recovery is willing, if not eager, to assist and cooperate depending on 
the situation, it cannot do the filings for them.  
 
Without the information that Landmark Recovery has been willing to provide to all relevant officials so 
long as the procedures mandated by 42 CFR Part 2 are complied with, DMHA could not possibly have 
made any determinations about the deaths or the circumstances surrounding them.  
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36. And there is nothing to connect even remotely any of these events at the South Bend 

facility to either of the independently run Carmel or Fort Wayne facilities, operating 

in other regions of the state.  

37. Indeed, DMHA did not even visit either of these other facilities after the South Bend 

incidents were reported to DMHA prior to the July 26 Order). Yet, that is exactly 

what the July 26 Order does – it shuts down all three facilities. For all of these 

reasons, the July 26 Order is contrary to law, and should be reversed.  

Landmark Recovery timely reported the deaths under 440 IAC 7.5-2-4 

38. DMHA also cites noncompliance with 440 IAC 7.5-2-4 as justification for unilat-

eral revocation without a formal proceeding. Amongst other things, 440 IAC 7.5-

2-4 mandates that any residential treatment facility must report any resident death 

to the DMHA “within one working day.”  

39. The July 26 Order simply concludes, for example, that Landmark Recovery failed 

to properly report “three deaths that occurred [at the South Bend facility].” This 

assertion is patently wrong 

40. The first death happened on July 3, 2023. The South Bend facility reported it on 

July 5 — the next working day. This complies with Indiana law.  

41. The second death occurred on July 4, 2023. The South Bend facility reported it on 

July 5 – the next calendar day. This complies with Indiana law. 

42. The third death occurred on July 9, 2023. The South Bend facility reported it at 

noon on July 11. While this report was 12 hours past the statutory due date, exten-

uating factors led to the brief delay. Most pertinent here is the fact that the Executive 

Director of the South Bend facility suddenly and unexpectedly resigned from the 

position, effective immediately and before the report was made. Landmark Recov-

ery’s Chief Operating Officer immediately traveled from Tennessee to the South 

Bend facility to personally begin an investigation, and the turnover caused a brief 
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delay in reporting that was entirely inconsistent with this facility’s prior timely and 

lawful disclosures.  

43. The 12-hour delay in reporting the singular incident, while admittedly not in com-

pliance, does not constitute the “emergency” required by law in order to justify 

DMHA’s unilateral action under IC 4-21.5-4-1.  

44. This brief delay does not evidence “conduct or practice in the operations of the 

facility that is … detrimental to the welfare of the residents” for the South Bend 

facility, and most certainly not for either of the Carmel or Fort Wayne facilities. See 

440 IAC 7.5-4-6(a)(3).  

Landmark Recovery has otherwise complied with 440 IAC 7.5-2-4 

45. DMHA also states that it provided Landmark Recovery with “multiple incidences 

that were not reported to the division in accordance with 440 IAC 7.5-2-4 to the 

agency.”11 DMHA’s cryptic reference to multiple incidences here can be broken 

down into two categories – (1) incidences that occurred prior to the March 24, 2023 

CAP and (2) incidences that occurred after the March 24, 2023 CAP.  

46. The pre-March 24, 2023 CAP incidences were successfully addressed initially and 

almost immediately thereafter as part of that initial CAP process. Indeed, as has 

been discussed previously, DMHA’s May 2023 Provider Reviews gave both the 

South Bend and Carmel facilities a positive report.12 Those incidents thus cannot 

possibly serve as any basis supposedly justifying DMHA’s emergency actions here.  

47. With regard to the second category (incidents that occurred after the CAP on March 

24, 2023), DMHA’s statement in the July 26 Order suggests (and reference to 440 

IAC 7.5.2.4 further suggests) that it is contending that various reports were required 

because the incidents involved a police response. But none of these incidents 

 

11 See Exhibit F, attached hereto. 
12 See Exhibits D and E, attached hereto. 
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actually constitute an “incident involving the resident or a household member re-

quiring police response,” as is specified by the regulation. See 440 IAC 7.5-2-4. 

Every one of these incidents instead involved a call to EMS for medical and psy-

chiatric events when Landmark Recovery sought to move a patient to a higher level 

of care. This is a best practice in the industry. And although law enforcement did 

arrive at the South Bend facility when calls were made to EMS for medical and 

psychiatric events, this is not because a police response was required - and it thus 

does not trigger the reporting requirement outlined in 440 IAC 7.5-2. Rather, upon 

information and belief, the St. Joseph County Sheriff's Office currently has adopted 

a policy to send an officer to every EMS call to the South Bend facility without 

regard for whether a police response is required.  

48. Upon information and belief, this chaperoning policy only applies to the South 

Bend facility, which also happens to be the only facility in the area dedicated to 

treating Medicaid patients for substance use disorder.  

49. As a consequence, none of these incidents qualifies as an incident “requiring police 

response” and DMHA’s unilateral revocation without a formal proceeding based on 

this rationale is contrary to law and should be reversed. See 440 IAC 7.5-2-4. 

Request for Stay of Effectiveness 

 As noted herein, FSSA seeks to revoke the certification of three different facilities 

owned by Landmark Recovery. Due to the potential likelihood for success on the merits 

and the irreparable harm that will occur should the July 26 Order remain in place during 

the pendency of this administrative review, Landmark Recovery respectfully requests a 

stay of effectiveness of the July 26 Order. A stay of effectiveness in agency actions is akin 

to a preliminary injunction, such that the status quo is maintained during the pending res-

olution of the underlying action. Maintaining the status quo is important because if “irrep-

arable injury were to occur during the course of the litigation, the judgment, in effect, would 
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be rendered meaningless.” See Wells v. Auberry, 429 N.E.2d 679, 683 (Ind. Ct. App. 1982). 

The potential damage both to Hoosiers in need and to Landmark Recovery itself would be 

irreversible here. Moreover, Landmark Recovery need only demonstrate a “reasonable 

probability” of success; and, where the moving party has shown strong irreparable harm, 

the required showing of likely success on the merits is less stringent. Id. For all of the 

reasons stated herein, Landmark Recovery has demonstrated a high likelihood of success 

on the merits and the irreparable harm that will occur if the July 26 Order is not stayed. 

Therefore, Landmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC, respectfully requests that the ALJ grant 

this petition for a stay of effectiveness or set this matter for a preliminary hearing at which 

the ALJ will determine whether the July 26 Order should or should not be stayed. 

Conclusion 

The Indiana Office of Administrate Law Administrative Proceedings should — as 

quickly as is practicable — void the DMHA’s July 26 Order under IC 4-21.5-4-4. The facts 

asserted by DMHA in support of this extreme action simply do not justify the use of emer-

gency powers under IC 4-21.5-4-1. Indeed, our courts have held time and time again that 

“[a]ny act of an agency in excess of its power is ultra vires and void." Planned Parenthood 

of Indiana v. Carter, 854 N.E.2d 853, 864 (Ind. Ct. App. 2006) citing Howell v. Indiana-

American Water Co., 668 N.E.2d 1272, 1276 (Ind. Ct. App. 1996). This is such a situation.  

If the July 26 Order is allowed to remain in place, it will cause irreversible harm to 

not only each of the three separate facilities and to Landmark Recovery, but Hoosiers of all 

types with substance use disorders and/or mental health issues who rely on Medicaid for 

care. It is hard to overstate the gravity of this situation. With a careless stroke of a pen, 

DMHA immediately caused: (1) more than 200 Hoosiers to lose their jobs; (2) more than 

100 disabled, low-income patients to be forced to urgently find last-minute care; and (3) 

Indiana to lose 298 beds — exclusively dedicated to serving Medicaid patients. This loss 

is catastrophic. According to SAMHSA's National Survey of Substance Use Treatment 
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Services (N-SSATS), there were a total of 601 beds in Indiana providing such services in 

2020.13 The July 26 Order looks to cut that in half. The above is especially a concern when 

one considers that these beds are exclusively dedicated to serving Medicaid enrollees. 

Landmark Recovery research indicates that only about 5% of available beds in any given 

area are available for Medicaid enrollees. This is simply due to the reality that Medicaid 

pays very little to treat patients with a higher likelihood of complex medical conditions. 

Indeed, allowing the July 26 Order to remain based on these circumstances implicates the 

Americans with Disabilities Act, the Rehabilitation Act, and Title VII of the Civil Rights 

Act.  

Since news of the July 26 Order broke, Landmark Recovery has received over 100 

letters from former and current patients and other interested parties (e.g., the Indiana De-

partment of Corrections) in support of Landmark Recovery and its crucial services. Many 

voices are those of current and former patients of one of the three Indiana facilities at issue 

here. Some of the letters are attached to this Petition as Exhibit G. Landmark Recovery 

urges that the OLAP – and all interested parties – review them. They show the devastating 

impact that the July 26 Order will likely have on the individuals in Indiana who are seeking 

help.  

For the above reasons, Landmark Recovery petitions that the OLAP review the July 

26 Order, stay the effectiveness of said order pending resolution, and ultimately void the 

same.  

 

 

 

 

13 See https://www.samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/reports/rpt35313/2020_NSSATS_FINAL.pdf  

https://www.samhsa.gov/data/sites/default/files/reports/rpt35313/2020_NSSATS_FINAL.pdf
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Date: August 4, 2023 

Respectfully submitted, 

   

/s/    K. Michael Gaerte_______________  

 

Dentons Bingham Greenebaum 

2700 Market Tower 

10 W. Market Street 

Indianapolis, IN 46204 

(317) 968-5446 (office) 

michael.gaerte@dentons.com 

mailto:michael.gaerte@dentons.com
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July 26,2023
Matt Boyle, Chief Exccutive Officer
Landmark Recoveryof Carmel, LLC
13594 N. Meridian St.
Carmel, IN 46032

Re: Divisionof Mental Health and Addition- conditionalcertification, on-going complaints
and investigation

Dear Mr. Boyle:

“This eter in response to the recent Indiana Family and Social Services Administration,
Division of Mental Health and Addiction ("DMHA”) investigation regarding complaints
received, critical incident reports, and follow-up related to conditional certification status. The
team reviewed consumer records, reports, and gathered external stakeholder feedback
regarding this agencies ability to comply with Indiana Administrative Code (440 IAC 4.4
and 440 IAC 7.5).

On March 15, 2023, Landmark Recoveryof Carmel, LLC had three locations placed on a
conditional status due to noncompliance ofvarious sections of440 IAC 7.5 and 440 IAC
4.4. These locations included Landmark Recoveryof Carmel, Praxis Treatment of Fort
Wayne, and PraxisofSouth Bend. On July 12, 2023, Praxis of South Bend was issued an
amended conditional statusbasedon thr deaths that occurred a that location and that wre
not reported in accordance with 440 IAC 7.5-2-4. In addition, DMHA sent multiple
incidences that were not reported tothe division in accordance with 440 1AC 7.32.40 the
agency. Based onthe findings and pursuant o the authority granted to DMHA as the
certification body of Landmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC, DMHA will revoke certification
for Landmark Recoveryof Carmel, Praxis Treatment of Fort Wayne, and Praxis of South
Bend based on 440 IAC 7.5-4-6(a)(3) effective July 27, 2023, pursuant to IC 4-21.5-4-1. As
of uly 27,2023, thse facilis are to halt admissions and shall not admit any neve
consumers. If there are any consumers in these facilities at this time, you will have 21 days
to cither transferordischarge consumers to adequate levelsof treatment, which is Thursday,
August 17,2023.
Pursuant 10 1C 4-21.5-3-6, you ae dissatisfied with this determination, you may request a
formal administrative reviewofthis matter. To request an administrative review, you must
file a written petition for review that details the basis for the appeal and submit and your

ET—CamopusAton Eris ted

 



contact info. This appeal should be submitted in writing to Jenna Ward, DMHA Assistantit mp
receiptofthis communication.

ns
TY
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Rebecca Buhner
Indiana Family and Social Services Administration,Chiefof Staff, Division of Mental Health
and Addiction
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March 15,2023

Mr. Mat Boyle, Chief Executive Officer
Landmark RecoveryofCarmel, LLC
DBA: Praxis Treatmentof Fort Wayne
1520 West Lancaster Sireet
Bluffon, IN 46714

Re: Divisionof Mental Health and Addiction- Site Visit and Acton; notification provided via
electronic mail and certified lete racking # 7016 3010 0001 02913015
Dear Mr. Matt Boyle:

“This eteris in response to the recent Indiana Family and Social Services Administration,
DivisionofMental Health and Addiction (*DMHA™) quality improvement announced site visit
ofLandmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC DBA: Praxis Treatmentof Fort Wayne. The team
reviewed consumer records, policy documents, completeda physical verification of the building,
and conducted interviews of staff and residents, to evaluate compliance with Indiana
‘Administrative Code (440 1AC 4.4 & 440 IAC 7.5).

“The following deficiencies have been identified:

Files[owe[wm [wesw [05]
2 out of chars reviewed

ado1ac| Theintakewascompleted | cq evidence the intake was
44245 wh completed within the frst two| 3,6consumer's first contact with the :@0) ibe weeksoftheconsumer's first

py contact with th agency.

3 out of charts reviewed
Joe “The intake included a lacked evidence ofa 1.69

peychososal history completed paychosocal 16,@Xa) .story

sions iaul pornArse Beton Enger
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44245| individuals cument level of|eekedevidenceofan | 6g
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us history.
2 out of9 charts reviewedane| Medial conditions were ' d
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4.4-2-4.5(¢)| another program of special for the need for referral for 8,
expertise. other areas of expertise.

OAC| Bvidencerefomals or | 200k charts reviewed
752-8 | appropriate healthcare providers 116ked evidence refurals 79
OD)| Were madeas needed. appropriate health careproviders were made,

out of charts viewed
.| Evidence the esidenthad | lacked evidence the resident

Ae| om cer months | was ventediohmvebada | 3 ¢ 70 10
oh prior or 3 months after physical exam either 6 months| >& 7%

GXIXAXB) admission. prior or around the time of
admission.

Fourof clr hacked
evidence of verifying TB testsHOLE | picaTheses | hadboon complainS|2.3.6.75,

completed either 3 months prior | months prior to admission or 9.10
®XIXAXB)| 15 admission or at admission and read within 72 hours of

read within72hours admission
anor he ratment plans Soutoframen plans
424s individualized. reviewed lacked evidenceof [3,6,8,9,10
oh) being individualized

se outof rment plans
()(2) & 440| The consumer participated in the Pee Indo ituns of [34 o 59,
IAC7.5:24| development ofhe wcament | 118 SonSumerpartiepuing infon or ihe development ofthe plan.
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2X4)

S0IAC| The wcament plan includes the | 2004 the  rstment plans
44245 | therapeutic activities and their | "e¥iewed lacked evidence of 6.10N atte heplaned therapeutic
®x y activities and their frequency.

2 owtof the tresment pans
H01AC | Iti clear who is responsibe for | reviewed lacked vidence of
442-45 | working on each identified goal| who is responsible for working
@X5) on the treatment plan. on each identified goal on the

ratment plan
Foutof the 9 treatment plans.

440 IAC “The consumer signed their plan | reviewed lacked a consumer
34245| demonstrating understanding | signature demonstrating | 3.6.9, 10
©) “and agement understandingand sgreement

with thi retment lan
3 out of9 treatment plans

HOIAC| Faconsumer has notsigned| revieweddidnot hve
342.45| ther treament plantheres | consumersignature oran | 39,10
(2X7) | there a reasonable explanation explanation for a lack of

documented Smite documented
Gout of charts reviewed

orc lacked evidence Fnancil | 5 3 4
JHOIAC | Financial counseling has en| counseling wasoffengor |

- ore or provided. provided Chena need we
indicated during intake.

 



2 out of 9 charts reviewed
lacked evidence the agency

. supported the individual in
dine Evidence the agency is | leaming how to independently| ¢ |
Dox, | supporting the individual in address personal health, .
©)|1eaming how to independently| hygiene, and dental conditions

address personal health, hygiene, | when a need was indicated in
and dental conditions. the documentation

reviewed bythe| 6 out of10charts reviewed
H0IAC | The discharge reviewed bythe | 1,ed evidence the discharge| 3,6,7, 8,5,44245 consumer. Su %io was reviewed by the
0 consumer.

Sout of 10 discharges
205 | he discharge inchudes progress| reviewed lacked inclusion of| 3,4,5,6,7
0| monte orca gon | POF onsteomes oad| 159.10

4a01AC out of 10 discharges
442-45 | The discharge includesa final | reviewed lacked inclusion ofa | 7,8,9, 10
(iX2Xb) evaluation. final evaluation,

I 5 out of 10 discharges
pone||mesmienss| St|A tions To recommendations for care | 5+%:%

= afer discharge.
out of 10 discharges

4401AC| The discharge summary was | reviewed lacked evidence the
44245| completed within 30 days Summary was completed | 3,8,9,10
00) following the discharge. within 30 days following,

discharge.
j ahs noi 6 out of9charts reviewed

erage| Ihecommerrghnoiy | 00 mer | 36.755,
3b) a rights included the right to 10

refuse treatment.

Thee notification || 7 Ou of chartsreviewed
§2.1- | The consumer fights nofication | 1, evidence the consumer| 3.5.6.7. 8.
267 ps >| rights notification included | 9,10

adherence to 42CFR, Part 2.

 



out of 9charts reviewed
521-8 | pe adherence lacked evidenceof ROIsTot | erosion|(SETtn| 36210

g Pan2
G outof charts lacked

evidence the individual had
“The individual has besn | been informed they have the

+ | informedthey have the rightto| right to manage personal
diac ‘manage personal financial financial affairsor to seck | 2.3,4,7,9,
S26 | affairs orto seck asisanc tance ih 10he irorosek assistancein| assistance in managing them

‘managing them unless the unless the resident has
resident has a representative | representative payee or a cout
payee or acourt appointed appointed guardian for

guardian for financial matters. nancial matters.
Goutof charts lacked

evidence the individual has
M0IAC | The individual hasbeen | been informed about availbleToe | mers west| etmrspn en [34675
(6X8) | and advocacy services, and may| and may contactor consult

contact or consult legal counsel| legal counsel at the residents
at heresident'sown expense own expense.

Soutof9 charsreviewed
HOIAC | The individual received the | lacked evidence the resident
75.26 facility's rules during the | receivedthe facility's ules | 3.6.8.9, 10
(©X6) | resident orientation procedure. | during the orientation

procedure,
Fvidence of ll taf and Fr
ouscholder traning inthe | 10 employee recordswere | R00 11s

H01AC | following: Medications usedby|reviewed and reviewers found| G1: 1
75:29 | theiresidentsthe purposes and | no evidenceof starainingin| S51
(0X13)| functionsof he medications, | the areas dentifid in AC 440| $0 S11

major side effects and IAC 7.529 (1-3) MPR,
contrsindications >

idence of ll taf and 10 employeerecords were |RDTTdome | Bidens | LS | GILTsay| hessholdawmiingn |rien| S58cy | tecomnitionof signs that | oie ofailisiine | 5 si,
medication isnot bing taken, | 1615 UTESINCHO| Rv, pp
being misused, or inefTectve EN.

“Agency policies include
wiotac | information that encourages | Reviewof agency policy did
2550,| residents to maintainsavings | not include language reflecting| N/A

- and checking accounts in HOIACT5:27 (3)
community financial institutions.

 



Agency policies include
information hat establish

0IAC | sponysting wept. | Reso gene ply8|y not include language reflecting| N/A7.5:27(5) | payee for the resident, including HOIACT 52.7 (5).
‘meeting the fiduciary duty owed
oa revident by a representative

ce.
Agere polices clude

4d01aC | information that provide that the| Reviewof agency policy did
Soa" nancial recod shall be | not include guage resting| NA

availible to the resident or othe| 4401AC 7.527 (7)
vesients legal representative

gency policies include
information that provide that . J

401AC | stallpersons shall not borrow or| Review of gency poe did71527) | acoomt money or anything of |1 inlude language reflecting| N/A
HOIACT 5:27 5).ale from a resident.

Other areasofconcern:
DivisionofMental Health and Addiction (DMHA) appreciates the collaboration Praxis.
Treatment of Fort Wayne exhibited nthe coordination of this Quality Assurance (QA) review,
The agency communicated needs and processes well that supported optimal coordinationofthe.
review, The agency was also collaborative in needs o reschedule, a well coordinate
document provision for completion ofthe QA review. Reviewer noted concerns of ack of
appropiate andor adequate supervision. ajortyofresidents were found to be in bed and
icing during the physical verification of th iit commencing at 11:45am, demonsrating a
Tack of ncatment involvement. Other concer related o resident safety and eting practices src
itemized below.
Consumer Rights:
«The DMHA Consumer Service Line (CSL) was found to be absent from being posted

throughout the cl- 440 AC 7.82.6 1).
* Resident interviews yielded a lackof knowledge in the CSL- 440 IAC 7.5-2-6 (A)(4) &

©).
+ Residents have th ight to contribute 1 and participate nthe Formulationof thee vn

ncatment plans and work tovard taining rcament goals - 40 IAC 7.5.2.6 GX:
during interviews at last on resident reported hey had not worked on hee rcatment
plan and had waiteda long 3s Sight days to met with thi therapist alr dision

* Residents shall have an orientation experience - 440 IAC 7.5-2-5 (c); during interviews at
least one resident reported they did not receive an orientation and obtained necessary
information from another resident,

 



Medication:
+ When assistance is required by the resident for taking medications thereis apractice for

how residents who need assistance with medication will eceive it - 440 IAC 7.5:2-9
(B)3XAY: during the physical verification of the QA review, when asked how staff
respond to residents missing dosesof medications due to failing to appear for med pass, a
nurse responded that it i the residents responsibility to know when to take their
medications and denied contacting residents for follow-up when this occurred. While
leadership for the agency reported what the policy is, which includes following up with a
resident for missed medication, it was reported that practice is not meeting agency policy.

© All ten staff records reviewed for training demonstrated a lack of training in medication
monitoring and safety practices that are outlined in 440 IAC 7.5-2-9 (1-3) and 440 IAC
7.529 (HAXA-C).

Environmental Safety:
«Staff interviews yielded mixed responses about navigating fire drill procedures as well as

alack ofknowledgeofwhere fire extinguishers are located. Staff had differing reports
onstaffresponsibiltyforresident safety - 440 IAC 7.5-2-13 (N).

+ The seting is in good repair and fice from hazards- 440 IAC 7.5-2-12 (a1); almost
every room visited in the physical verification yielded a need for a repair or a hazard to
be addressed, resulting in items 100 numerous to itemize for the purposesofreporting. but
included sinks being displaced from the wall and the heating/cooling elements in resident
units being in astateofdisrepair
Reviewers noted overall the seting was conspicuously unclean; floors were unclean,
debris was on the floors, walls showed evidence of spills, bathrooms appeared unclean
and unsanitary.

Resident Safety:
+ Chart7 indicated a lack of physician oversight. The resident presented with a complex

mixofphysical health, mental health, and substanceusedisorder needs, however, there.
were no physician notes done during the one-month admission 11/122 to 11/29/22.

© DMHA consulted with a Medical Director who advised for this resident there
should be a minimumof weekly (at minimum) medical visits,a history and
physical, a mental status exam by a provider and not just checklists.

+ Chart7also indicated repeated behavioral needs, specifically around presenting.
aggressively or threateningly to staff and/or other residents. Documentation in the chart
did not demonstrate the agency following outlined policies and practices 10 respond to
these behaviors

+ Chart7 included documentation that the individual repeatedly appeared to the nurse's
station appearing “impaired,” however, there was no evidenceofurine screens in the
resident’s chart {0 verify or rule out the causes of impairment.
There was an overall lackadaisical response to individuals smoking in their rooms and
residents being found in the bedsofother residents. Multiple chart reviews included
multiple reportsof repeated violationsofagency policy in both areas, however, charts did
not document responding to these violations. The agency does not appear o be enforcing.
policies and practices in these areas.

 



«Duringstaff interviews, when discussing practices related to responding to behavioral
needs, including threatsofor actual aggression, stallresponded with mixed and
inconsistent reportingofhow 10 respond - 440 IAC 7.5-2.4 (C)(S)(6) & 440 IAC 7.52.6
BX).

© Additionally, staff lacked knowledge of incident reporting practices.

Documentation Concerns:
+ Reviewers found rampant documentation of group therapy progress notes that appeared

0 only documentaresident appeared for mealtime and the meal they consumed.
DMHA’s recommendation is this documentation may be more appropriatefor a contact
note,rather than a group therapy progress not, since a service was not provided.
There was documentation of individuals being assessed for natural supports, however,
natural supports were inconsistently incorporated in treatment plan processes, including
when it appears residents preferred natural support involvement

+ Chart3 lacked fulfillment of the intake process in the documentation DMHA was able to

+ Some policy documentation lacked specificity in which Landmark setting the
documentation applied to and was blank for location.
Charts lacked MARS documentation,aswell s consumer rights information.

«Individuals who were transitioned to IOP had unclear documentation regarding the
processofthe coordination, as well as documentationofthe services they were receiving.
There were regular and consistent gaps in therapy notes across all charts reviewed.

Based on the findings and pursuant to the authority granted to DMHA as the certifying body of
Landmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC DBA: Praxis Treatment of Fort Wayne pursuant to 440
TAC 4.4-2-8 the determination has been made to change the certification status of Landmark
Recovery of Cannel, LLC DBA: Praxis Treatment of Fort Wayne to that of a conditional
certification effective immediately. Pursuant to 440 IAC 4.4-2-8(c), the division shall notify the
entity the requirements not met, and the intermediate steps required by the division that the entity
must take to meet those requirements. Pursuant to 440 IAC 4.4-2-8(c)(1), the division is granting
the entity 180 days to meet the division's requirements. Failure o complete with these
requirements within the alloted timeframe will result in termination of certification, 440 IAC
4.4-2-8(d). The agency is required 10 submit a corrective plan of action to Elaine Trepanier,
DMHA's Outpatient and Residential Quality Improvement Team Lead at
elaine trepanier@ fssa.in.gov. This comective action plan must be submitted to Elaine Trepanier
within thirty (30) calendar days of the receiptofthis letter, and must contain specificsa 0 how
Landmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC DBA: Praxis Treatment of Fort Wayne is going to
overcome the deficiencies identified above prior to approval.

Please be advised that during this time, Landmark Recovery of Camel, LLC DBA: Praxis
“Treatment of Fort Wayne certification will remain on conditional status, and DMHA will
continue to monitor Landmark Recovery of Camel, LLC DBA: Praxis Treatment of Fort
Wayne's comective action plan, which may include additional announced and unannounced site
visits. New admissions are suspended at the time of this nofification. Admissions will be
suspended while the corrective action plan is developed and until the corrective action plan

 



is approved by DMHA. Landmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC DBA: Praxis Treatment of Fort
Wayne's regular certification will be reinstated at such time as the deficiencies noted above are
corrected to the satisfaction of DMHA, which must occur within six (6) monthsofthe receipt of
this communication

‘Should Landmark RecoveryofCannel, LLC DBA: Praxis Treatmentof Fort Wayne disagree
with this decision, pursuant to 440 IAC 4 4-211, you may appeal the action under Indiana Code
IC 4-21.5-3 within fifteen (15) days by contacting Jenna Ward, DMHA'’s Assistant Director for
Quality Improvement at jennaward@ ssa in gov.

Sincerely,

Jenna Ward
Indiana Family and Social Services Administration, Assistant Director for Quality Improvement,
DivisionofMental Health and Addiction
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ox& So, Eric Holcomb, GovernorSm oe
5 - Division of Mental Health and Addicion
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“years
Quality Improvement ieVisit tate Fiscal Year 2023

Landmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC; Praxis of South Bend
Residential Addiction Services Provider Review

May 18,2023
Division of Mental Health and Addictions Staff:
Jenifer Royer, Quality Improvement Reviewer
Eline Trepaier, Outpatient and Residential Ql Tear Lead
Mark Loggin, Assistant Director of Addiction Services
Agency Staff:
Patrick Moody, Executive Director
dom Miller, Regional Orector
‘The Division of Mental Health and Addiction’s (DMHA) Quality Improvement (QI) team visited
Praxis of South Bend in person a part of Landmark Recovery of Carmel, LLC's conditional
certification statesan femediaton process. Th team reviewed consumer ecords, completed
2 hysial verification ofthe bulding, and conducted interviews with staff and residents, to
‘evaluate compliance with Indiana Administrative Code (440 IAC 4.4 & 440 IAC 7.5).

‘The Quality Improvement team reviewed (5) consumer charts (A.C, EL, J.V., MV, W.8).

While onsite, th Ql team completed a physical verification ofthe fcity. The Ql team
reviewed code tems including medication practice, medication documentation, and bathroom
facity-to-resdent ratios, and verified th resident ae beng provided with adequate ing
essential. Based on th tour, DA's ear hasth folowing feedback

+ Some saline stations dd ot have saline solution thoughout the buikding which could
be a safety hazard.

«The OMHA Consumer Service Lin is posted in the lobby. DMHA advises posing
thoughout he bling where residents have regular acces. 1 have attached the
postr for the CSL for Landmarks convenience

The QI team interviewed (3) employees and (3) residents on the date of the site visit.

Emplovee nerves

Cont OpponentErr



«Staff were consistent in their knowledge and were very knowledgeable about safety
protocols.

Resident Interviews:
+ Some residents reported a delay in meeting with their therapist or being unsure of

when they were meant to meet with their therapist; this also lent to being unsure about
the content and status of their treatment plan.

«Some residentsareunsureofwhatto doin an emergencyorhow they can access.
emergency servicesifthey need to.

«Residents report a delay in getting medications, includingfor prescriptions they brought
with them; one resident reported a seizure disorder and was nervous to be without
medication, discussion was on day 6since they had been admitted to the setting.

«Residents reporteda culture of Patient Engagement Specialists demonstrating
favoritism to some residents over others and that this has contributed to waiting longer
for needed items; a resident reported waiting 3 days for toilet paper and having to use
the bathroom’ paper hand towels, as well as there being difficulty in getting bath
towels.

+ Residents reported being uninformed about the DMHA Consumer Service Line but are
aware of how to navigate Landmark's grievance process.
Residents reported a desire in more frequent snack availabilty,aswell as healthier
options.

«Residents reported preferring the discussion/education portion in groups over watching
videos and sometimes groups can overly rely on the video portions; Residents reported
they think the overall curriculum is good/helpful.

«Residents reported bottlenecking for mealtimes and medication distribution — that
some feltlike they were needingto choose to geta meal or their meds, that there isn't
time for both, as wella feeling there isn't enough break time.
Residents reported a need for more quiet spaces for independent time overall

+ Residents reported challenges with Patient Navigators (PN):
© Difficulty in getting tomeet with a PN due to PN's lackofavailabilty.
© Residents report feeling they need to beproactive and seek out support, rather

than support being readily available.
© Residents reported an institutional and controlling culture from PNs; one

resident reported whenasking about discharge plans, they were told by the PN
“Wel, that's my decision’.
Residents reported anxiety around planning for discharge due to feeling
inadequately prepared with PN.

Residents reported discomfort that a loungeareais juxtaposed to the nurse's station
contributing to issues with maintaining privacy.
Residents reported a delay in orientation or inconsistent orientation with peers.

+ One resident felt so connected with Landmark they would like to explore a future
employment opportunity with the agency.



AgencyStrengths:
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Reviewer Summary:

‘Overall, Praxis of South Bend appears to be in transition towards improving overall practices.
‘The documentation reviewed demonstrated an agency improvement from Ql review conducted
at Fort Wayne in February of 2023.

While resident feedback provideda plethora of ideas on how to improve day-to-day flow and
the consumer experience, muchofthe feedback brought forth i perceived by DMHA as items
that are easy to be responded to with considerate updates to practices. Areas to note and that
are recommended for the agency tofocus on are improving meal/medication accessflows and
‘moving lounge spaces away from nursing stations toensure optimal privacy practices.

Areasof concern that DMHA recommendsalsoaddressing are those reports related to the
culture and practices of Patient Engagement Specialists and Patient Navigators, especially the
reports related to conduct that impacts the quality of life and perceived collaboration while in
treatment. DMHA encourages prioritizing improvingpractices around discharge planning.
(where folks will live after, transportation, etc.) to reduce anxiety and increaseasenseof
supported readiness for transition. DMHA also recommends a review of access-to-medication
practicesto address reported concerns regarding delays inreceivingmedications upon arrival.

During thesite visit, eight residents were successfully graduatingand returning to the
‘community, which is a notable and positive result. DMHA commends the successful outcomes.

During the site visit, Leadership balanced engaging with Residents to address needs and to
express affirmations to Residents whilejuggling the site visit. DMHAappreciated the congenial
engagement, and accessibility of Leadership to Residents, and how that culminated in a
homelike, supportive atmosphere.

Its also notable a resident had such a positive experience, they wanted to seek employment
with the agency.

Please note, the quality assurance review process does not replace re-certification processes.
The Division of Mental Health and Addiction and the Quality Assurance Team thank you for
your collaboration and service.
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Quality Improvement Sit VisitState Fiscal Year 2023
Landmark Recovery, LLC; Praxis of Carmel

Residential Addiction Services Provider Review
May 31,2023

Divisionof Mental Health and Addictions Staff:
Jennifer Royer, Quality Improvement Reviewer
Elaine Trepanier, Outpatient and Residential Q Team Lead
Kelly Welker, Director of Addiction and Prevention Services
Jenna Ward, Assistant Director for Quality Improvement

Agency staf
Alin Luster, Executive Director
El Ayers, Assistant Director

The Division of Mental Health and Addiction’s (OMHA) Quality Improvement (QI) team visited

Praxisof Carmel in person as part of Landmark Recovery, LLC's conditional certification status
and remediation process. The team reviewed consumer records, completed a physical
verification ofthe building, and conducted interviews with staff and residents, to evaluate
compliance with Indiana Administrative Code (440 IAC 4.4 & 440 IAC 7.5).

“The Quality Improvement team reviewed (5) consumer charts (A.F., G.M., M.B,, N.M., S.H.).

While on-site, the QI team completed a physical verification of the facility. The QI team
reviewed code tems including medication practices, medication documentation, and bathroom
faciityto-resident ratios, and verified the residents are being provided with adequate living
essentials. Based on the tour, DMHA's Q team has the following feedback:
«One urinal was notin working order.
«There was an overpopulation of male residents in order to adhere to 440 IAC 7.5-2:12

() states “There must be at east one (1) tailet and lavatory for every four (4) residents
and one (1) tub or shower for every six (6) residents.”
(http in gov/legiltive/ic/T04400/A00075 PDF

gt aCaml oprranton Engr



TheQl team interviewed (3) employees and (3) residents on the dateofthesitevisit.
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«One chart (M.B.) reviewed never underwent a TBtest.
Screened on 5/19/23 (p. 203), but not tested
PN for 5/21/23 discusses CL becoming aggressive when informed of need for T8
test (P. 237)

© Discussed in BPSA on5/23/23 (P. 266), but not completed

individualization; plan completed on 5/19/23, although biopsychosocial not completed
until 5/23/23; DMHA recommends more timely biopsychosocial assessments in order to

* One chart (M.B.) reported receiving health care through Eskenazi, although no ROI was

screened on 3/26/23, but was not tested until 3/30/23 with a reading on 4/2/23.



«One chart (N.M.) appeared to overlook an area of the need for the consumer that
potentially could have contributed to the consumer's safety.

The individual reported having been abused by her parents throughout her
childhood, that the abuse was ongoing, and that the abuse was a source of her
PTSD. The individual reported a plan to return to their parent's house after their
treatment was completed.

= There was no evidence of the individual being offered treatment specific
0 victim care, such as being connected with victim services or focusing
therapy on domestic violence.

«There were two therapy sessions during the individual's tay, one
focused on rapportbuilding and level-setting for CB; the second
completed an MSE and assessed for risk and withdrawal with no
other therapeutic activity documented.

= At discharge the individual's needs inthis area were identified as a
problem with living situation, rather than a victim recovery need.

«One chart (5.H.) didnotappear to clearly completea full assessment. The medical
assessment was not fully completed due to intoxication. The biopsychosocial
assessment completedat a later date was not fully filled out

«One chart (5.H.) demonstrated a delay in TB testing. The individual was admitted on
4/27/23, but did not have a test initiated until 4/29/23. The individual left for HLOC
prior to the test being read.

«One chart (5.H.) appeared to have unclear treatment planning. The individual had an
initial detox treatment plan on 4/28/23, then a Master TreatmentPlanon 4/29/23,
however the assessments were not fully complete at this time (as noted above).

«One chart (5.H.) had a therapy note that was authored in a way that the narrative was
difficult to discern and symptomsor needs cannot be confirmed or negated due to
authorship.

«Onechart (5.H.) obtained asignature fora “Medicaid Discharge”but the chart included
other discharge documentation that was unsigned. It was unclear to reviewers what
dischargeguidance the individual was receiving.

Al five charts included group notes for attending meals. DMHA noted this trend in the initial
reporting for Fort Wayne and recommendeddiscontinuing this practice.

DMHA appreciates the accommodation and coordination of the ongoing remediation and
review processes.

Please note, the quality assurance review process does not replace re-<ertficaion processes. The Division of
Mental Heal and Addiction and the Quality Assurance Team thank youfo yourcollborstion and service.
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BLUFFTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

LGNfoiony
KYLE RANDALL Fal ANDREW ELLIS
Chief of Police : g Deputy Chief of Policeae ronda tifonindiana.gox Wool andrew. alis@bluiitnindiens.gov

I

August 1,2023

RE: Improvements at Praxis of Fort Wayne by Landmark Recovery in Buffton, Indiana

in March 2023, ater community outcry, The Bluffton Praxs facility initiated efforts for operational
improvements for the safety of thei patients, staff and community members. Manyofthose improvements
centered aroundproperstaffing and their discharge procedure. Their effort, led by Drew Mack, Ethan Koby
and Trevor Conger, have led to many positive changes very noticeablewithin our community.

The Praxis leadership tea listened to our community members and developed a plan for improvement. Then
they reached out to community leaders to conduct regular meetings showing the continued progress towards
their goals for improvement. The meetings have given both the Praxis leadership team and community
leadersa better understandingof the correlation between facility needs and the community resources
required to meet those needs, and howwe can work together to reduce the expenditure of those community
resources.

Since the inception of the improvement plan the Bluffton Police Department has receivedfewercals for
service at the Pras facility, and we have garnered more problem-solving support from the Pras team. In
fact, during thefirst six months of 2023, we have received a 20% reduction in calls or service from the same
period in 2022, while maintaining a plan to full investigate criminal complaints made by patients.

The continued efforts being made by Trevor Conger and Ethan Koby deserve recognition and appreciation.

Respectfully,

Kyle Randall
Chiefo Police

204 EAST MARKET STREET / BLUFFTON, INDIANA USA 46714
(260) 824-3320 / FAX (260) 824-2027
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Greetings,
My name is Koshaun Mosley, and amcurrently the Parole ison at Maron County Parole District 3. One of ur
most important responsibitesas  ason is helping those suffering rom addiction. We have gained several
telationshs with various rehabiltaton facies over me, but Landmark Recovery has been aneof our primary
tesoutces or treatment. Landmark has been reliabe, consistent and has provided oucients with th resources
they need to be successful in the community. Landmark has done so wel with helping ou population that mst
parcles ask specifically to atend Landmark i oder toge th help that is needed. If landmark were o ose ther
Medicaid facies it would be detrimental o the work we do ss Parole Lsisons. There are not many options or
our population due to some of ther backgrounds so not having Landmark a one of ou primary resources would
cause more harm to those individual and possibly thecommutes in whic they lv. | have heard from
numerous paroles about how ging o treatment at Landmark Recovery hs greatly Improved thir ves whether
it be through sobriety,o th relationships gained through counseling. Landmark hs also doneagreat oo of
utiing ther resources to help those in recovery find housing that therwise may not be availabe. Being abl to
§ototreatment, get sober, and leave witha safe place to return to has been ane ofthe biggest benefits
Landmark Recovery has provided fr ou population. Landmarknas been able to help our population rebuld
relationships with loved anes a well 5 provid supportfor thos that co not otherwise hav any. | believe not
having Landmark Recovery as a resource would put our population at an even bigger disadvantage when i comes
to being successful nthe community than they may already have being on parole.

Thankyou in advance,
Koshaun Mosley,
Transitional Heattcare Liaison
Maron County (°D3)
6400E 3071
Indianapolis IN 46210
Fax (317) 541-1088
Col (463) 201.3645
Emit kmosiey@idos in gov or kmesley3@TeamCenturion com
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Pn Department of RichardL Roudebush
Rall Veterans Affairs A

ANC (317)554-0000

7/31/2023

To Whom it May Concern,
Iam a Veteran Justice Outreach Social Worker ( VJO) thru Richard Roudebush VA Medical Center. |
complete outreachfor legally challenged Veterans. | have had several Veteran's who have needed
intensiveresidential treatment or their addiction struggle. My roleis toassess the needs ofthe
Veteran and connect to identified resource needs. | have worked very closely with Landmark Recovery
1 place several of the Veterans. My work experience with Landmark Recovery staff has been excellent.
itsknownthat oneof the most critical needs is immediate assistanceofa Veteran who &struggling
with addiction. Landmark Recovery will complete intake and arrange for immediate admission for
Veteran. Landmark will transport Veteran during working hours andafter working hours. Landmark has

been available f needed on weekends. Landmark ahways puts the needs of that Veteran a priory. |
have alo had the pleasure ofworkingwiththe LandmarkCaseManagers who are in communication
with me onthe present and aftercareneeds of the Veterantoensure thir progress n their
sobriety/recovery. Landmark wasalsooneof th few facilisthatwas open and active during the
Covi.
thas been a pleasure working with Landmark Facity and the Landmark staff. hope to continue to
work closely with Landmark for the needs ofthe Veteran'sweserve. lease fee free to reach out for
any question or additonal information.

Sincerely
Cell Haney, LCSW
Maryhanley11@vagov
317-730-5692
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COLUMBUS REGIONAL HEALTH

|

July 31,2023

To Whom May Concer
wayveTila Boker, MSW, LW anda soilworker a Columbus Regional Heal, ss many
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To Whom it May Concern:

Hello, my name is Ashley Gauck and I am a Licensed Clinical Socal Worker at Major Health
Partners in Shelbyville, Indiana. | have been an LCSW at MHP since 2017and over the past 10 months, |
have transitioned to ou inpatient floor. We oftentimes have patients admitted that are actively going.
through withdrawal, have overdosed and require medical stability or are admitted for medical reasons
and then express interest n gettingclean and sober. As the LCSW on the unit, | am in charge of
providing resources, having discussions regarding levels of care and facilitating these referrals.

Landmark has beena highly utizedfacilitywhen someone expresses interest in inpatient treatment. |
have developed agreatworking relationship with Misty and she is always available and eager to assist in
anyway. The population we serve is 65-70% Medicaid and knowing that Landmark i a great treatment
facilityandalotakes Medicaid, has had a signficant impact on ourpatientsand those seeking.
treatment from drugs and alcohol

‘Addiction continues to impact so many individuals and families and treatment facilities are desperately
needed. In the past, people would often avoid treatment orgetting sober because of cost or “not having
the right insurance”. As. society, we need to continue creating the shift of recovery is possible,
regardless of income or insurance. Knowing that there are Medicaid options for treatment gives people
hope!

Landmark has been a pleasure to work with; quick o respond to referrals, answer the phone and
attempt to accommodate people wanting help.Misty does an excellent ob of networking and truly just
wants to help any and everyone with the desire to get clean and sober.

Ashley Gauck MSW, LSW, LCSW
asauck@majorhospitalors.
812.614.9992



‘The Division of Mental Health and Addiction
To whom t may concern,
My name is Colton Frauhiger. | am the pharmacy manager of the Wal-Mart Pharmacy in Bluffton,
Indiana. | am writing to you today on behalf of Praxis in Bluffton. The aforementioned facity has been
providing addiction treatment to Indianaresidents during the extent ofmytenure at this location
During my time as pharmacy manager, have had the opportunity to work closely with the providers of
the Bluffton facitytoprovide medicationstothe residentwhenany delays occur with the LTCF
pharmacy, PharMerica
‘Withthishistory in mind, | was concerned when | learned thatthe Bluffton site had is license to
practice suspended along with two other locations in Indiana. | am also a resident of Bluffton and was.
keenly aware of the unfortunate circumstances that lead to the passing of a patientthat voluntary left
the faciity several months ago; since this incident have observedachange in staffingatthis facity
The staff have impressed me with their dedication to providing for the pharmaceutical needs of their
patients.
Movingforward, | would expect tosee continuedchanges to improve the conditions that Praxis patients
canexpect.My role is secondaryat best, but a apharmacistand a memberof the Bluffton community,
wouldstrongly encourage the re-instatement of the license for Praxis of Bluffton.

Thank you for your time,

Colton Frauhiger, Pharm.
Pharmacy Manager
WalMart Pharmacy 2819
2100 North Main st
Bluffton, IN 46714
(260) 82¢ - 0546.



To whom It may concern,

My experience with Landmark hasbeen nothing short of amazing, Ive visited every location
exceptforthe Oklahoma location andeveryfacility has been amazingclinically as well as aesthetically.
We have gotten a number of patients recently from the Indiana location and every client Ive
received has done amazing, The dient shows up motivated to change and get back on the path to
sobriety. The communication with Hunter has always been smooth and clear. Landmark also provides.
quality care in placesthat don't have the typeofservice 'd highly recommend the Indiana location
specifically orsomeone seeking help with substance abuse and mental health issues.

2
Adam Smith
CEO/ Partner
Santa Barbara Recovery
(049)887-3716.
Adam@santabarbararecovery.com
wwwsantabarbararecovery.com



Jy 28,2023
To whom this may concern;

1am writing regardsto the shortage of Medicaidavaiable beds ntheStateofIndiana, Our Medicaid
patients need options. Somewhere they can 8 to get the treatment they need. fiw are ever gong to
set aheadof his drug epidemicweneed tobe ab to meet people where they areand offer the
servicesthatare needed. would be a great disservice to our community and to our Medicaid
population to be short 300 Medicaid beds in the Sate of nana. Where will these individual go? How
will here be enough beds to provide services? lst it ou duty to ensure that we are providing the best
treatment possible with the most options available? People are dying everyday while they wait for a bed
10 come available. the State of nian losses 300 Medicaid beds the number of deaths of people on a
waiting list wil substantially grow.

Regards,

Missey Badgerows
Wissey Badgerow, Recovery Coach
Whaines1984@gmail.com
765.346.8911



August 2, 2023
Eljah Larson

Business Development Representative
Souther California Recovery Centers

C:702.767-9021
E: Ej@socalrecovery.com

To Whom It May Concern,

1am writing to recommend Landmark Recovery of Indianapolis as a top-tier treatment
facility based on our exceptional business relationship and partnership. Throughout our
collaboration, | have witnessed firsthand the outstanding level of care they provide to
individuals seeking recovery from substance abuse and addiction.

Ourassociation with Landmark Recovery has been nothing short of exemplary. From
the moment we began working together, it was evident that they possess a deep
commitment to their mission of helping individuals reclaim their lives and achieve lasting
sobriety. The dedication and passion exhibited by the entire staff at Landmark Recovery
are truly commendable.

‘One of the most impressive aspects of Landmark Recovery is their personalized
approach to treatment, They recognize that everyone's journey to recovery is unique,
and they tailor their programs to meet the specific needs of each patient. Their team of
experienced and compassionate professionalsis highly skilled in crafting individualized
treatment plans that address both the physical and psychological aspects of addiction,
ensuring comprehensive care.

Furthermore, Landmark Recovery's facilities are state-of-the-art and designed to
promote a healing environment. The supportive atmosphere they create plays a
significant role in fostering a sense of comfort and security for their patients,
encouraging them to focus on their recovery journey enthusiastically.

In addition, | must commend Landmark Recovery for the strong emphasis they place on
aftercare support. Their commitmentto ongoing support ensures that individuals leaving
the facility are equipped with the necessary tools and resources to maintain their
sobriety. This approach increases the likelihood of successful, sustained recovery.



‘Throughout our partnership, | have witnessed Landmark Recovery's integrity,
transparency, and ethical practices. They consistently prioritize the well-being of their
patients more than anything else, and it is evident that they genuinely care about the.
individuals they serve.

In conclusion,|wholeheartedly recommend Landmark Recovery as an exceptional
treatment facility. Their unwavering dedication to quality care, personalized treatment,
evidence-based practices, and ongoing support make them a true leader in the field of
addiction treatment. Our partnership with Landmark Recovery has been a source of
pride, and | have no doubt that anyone seeking recovery services from them wil
experience the same level of excellencethatwe have enjoyed throughout our
collaboration.

If you have questions or need more information, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Elijah Larson
Business Development Representative
Souther California Recovery Centers
C: 702-767-9021
E: Ei@socalrecovery.com



Towhom it may concern,

1am writing tis a5 2 parent of an addict who has attended Landmark Recovery Indianapols recently
andis stil in active outpatient treatment. Our son has struggledwith both drug and alcohol
addiction and has been apatientat Landmark Recoverya totalof 3 times. | want to express from
the bottom of my fart a a parent. you would never put your child in harms way. | was very
involved with hs recovery process and was very thankful forthe care and concern thatwas given to
him when he was there.

believe the incidents were truly elatedtothe speciic facility in question and does not reflect the
realty of the other centers being affected by the negative publicity. believe thattespecificfacil
should beat fault. Not the others that are tryin to help people in dire need. These are separate
entites under the same umbrella. The corporation has rules and regulations they mustfollow to
keeptheir license and keep everyone safe. Thefateof that specifcfaciity should be in question.
The other facilites that are following the rules and keeping their patients safe should not be
punished for someone elses mistakes.

Our son went to Landmarkspecificallybecause he feltsafe and trusted the staff had his best interest
in mind. They have helped him overcoverabenzo and an alcohol addiction and have empowered
im to start ving a bette Ife. Not once did he feel he was being mistreated, misunderstood, or was
in any danger. Infact,as a parentofan addict, felt atpeace knowing he was getting the care he.
needed. He has formed incredible relationships with thstaff who continue to keep him
accountable for his actions and check in on him regularly. They truly care orhis wellbeing and for
him as a person.

Seeing the struggle and understanding the importance of having a place to go when the addicts
readyforhelp s incredibly important. Landmark isoneof the few facies inthe areathatprovide
inpatientservices and understand how to help. They are very crucial to the community, addict, and

their families,

We would not haveoursonback f itwas not for Landmark Recovery!

Sincerely,

Kristin Angus

Kristin Angus,
Loan Partner
D317819.3914
F 317.507.2956
W MarkKuchik com
E laistin angus@com com

CrossCountry Mortgage, LLC
645 West Carmel Drive Site 170
Carmel, IN 46032
Porsonal NMLS1025964 Branch NMLS 1604400
Company NMLS3029
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To whomitmay concern,
just wanted to write this etter regarding my stay at Landmark Recovery:
Ibecame hooked on Keyboard dusterfor almosta year, and it was detriment to my health. |
was unresponsive multiple times and taken away in an ambulance and admitted to the hospital
finaly decided to seek treatmentfo this and was taken to Landmark in Indy. | was scared and.
ashamed the some time. Once | walked inthefront door and met the admission Nurse, Ifelt so
much better. She wos calm cool and collected and then | found out we both worked at the same
hospital years ago. Once | got up to the residential area all the panic came right back. | was
placed ina room with 4 other men and eachofthem were great and madie mefeel welcome.
Whata relief that was. Monday morning came around and | was ready for closses which
thought were going tobe jus boring however each sto member doing the classes made me
feel welcome, Each class was so well structured thatI reall enjoyed them and leaned that!
wasn't alone in my addiction. That mademefeel even better. It was awesome to know that
each instructor there was aso an addict. Each day wasso structured and that s what really
needed.
During the down times the Patient engagement specialist help me os well by talking with me if|
had concerns andahways helping me through every aspectofmy day. They do not have easy
jobs as I had observed many patients become angry during this process. The Pes's would always
Jump into action o calm the situation down.
The meals were great and each person in the Kitchen was awesome. If there was something
that I didn't lke such as th Tilapia! They would ahuays ind something elsefor me that meal.
I cannotsayenough about the nursingstaffand the Nurse practitioner’ os they helped with my
medication needs and were absolutely the best. Withal of these team approaches |have been
free from the addiction that brought me to Landmark and | willbe forever grateful to each and!
every person that helped me through my journey.
Sincerely!

I



My name y |] and today | come
to you 38 months clean. That's 3 years, 2 months,

and 26 days to be exact. Three whole years that
I've been able to keep my life going in the right
direction.

Life hasn't always been great to me. Addiction
found me at the age of 19. | had just given birth to
twins leaving me with crippling postpartum
depression. | was in an abusive marriage that had

me contemplating suicide daily. | had no help, no
one to care for me, and nowhere to go. | was lost

and was not in a clear state of mind. | turned to
drugs to make the pain go away.

| dealt with my raging meth and fentanyl
addiction for roughly 4 years. In those 4 years |

found myself in and outof jails, rehabilitation
centers, detox centers, suboxone clinics, mental

hospitals, and even holistic medicine clinics. | had

tried to find help everywhere it seemed. Although |
was begging for help, not a person or community

seemed to be able to give or even try to help me.
This left me feeling empty and hopeless.

| was 15 weeks pregnant with my third child,
had already lost custody of my twins, and was
sitting in a jail cell with nothing left to my name
when | found Landmark Recovery. | was sentenced

to roughly 4 months jail time, an intensive
inpatient rehabilitation facility, and long term



sober living with the end date being at the

discretion of my probation officer. Landmark
Recovery in Carmel Indiana accepted me fromjail.
Without knowing much else about me other than
that | needed help. | had no idea how much this
rehabilitation center would change my life.

| remember myfirst day at Landmark like it
was yesterday. | went in tremendously scared,
knowing this was very well my last chance to get it

right before being sent to prison with a baby in
my belly. | remember immediately being greeted
by smiling faces, caring, gentle humans from the

start. To be specific, Coreina Stevenson. She was

the first person | made contact with that day. |
had no clue then how important she would be to

me during my stay. In the 28 days | was at
Landmark, | spent all 4,0320 minutes healing
myself. | was able to finally buckle down and learn
some things to help myself recover.

Being that | was about 3-4 months pregnant
while | was there, | required more medical
attention than other residents sometimes, and |

always remember the nursing staff being so kind
and gentle with me and the precious growing
baby in my tummy. | was surrounded by lots of
other healing people, and that sometimes gets a

little much to deal with. | remember crying,



venting, laughing, and making some of the best

memories with the staff at Landmark Recovery.

During my entire stay at Landmark, | didn't
have much support at home. My family had all
but given up on me and had no faith that | would
make it out of all | was going through. That meant
that the staff at Landmark was quite literally my
family for 28 days. Coreina took me to and from
two of my very first OBGYN appointments when
my own mother couldn't and to be honest
probably wouldn't have even if she could've.

The father of my unborn child was still out in
the streets of Logansport Indiana, | was doing all

| could too stay away from. He had not a care in
the world about me or the child we had created.
My family had left my recovery to me and gone on
about their lives. It was a very lonely time for me. |
remember feeling like | wasn't going to make it
one day after a class that Coreina had taught.
She took me outside and we walked and talked
and even cried. By the end of the walk she had
shared some really deep things with me, some

that | truthfully still look back on to this day. But
the thing | remember most clearly from that
conversation was Coreina’s pure 110% faith in me.
She had tears in her eyes telling me that if
anyone was capable of doing this thing; it was me.
Even today at 3 years clean | look back in my



mind at her reminding me who | was, and that's

what gets me through whatever moment I'm

struggling with.
During my time at Landmark | learned so

many things about myself and how to LOVE
myself through my recovery. The staff taught
classes all day every day, ranging from coping
skills to interpersonal relationship skills. The
number of classes we attended every day was

ultimately up to us, but it was strongly
encouraged to go to classes. | find my happy
place to be surrounded by my peers and other
struggling people, even today. So naturally, |

found myself at most classes, most days; soaking

all the information up like a sponge, craving

recovery like | once craved drugs.
When | left Landmark | continued my journey

with recovery and it hassince just become a way
of life for me. | mentioned in the beginning that |

just recently celebrated 3 years clean. There have
been countless times where it would've been so
easy for me to quit. | just never allow quitting to

be an option, and regularly find myself
referencing Coreina’s pep talk. Today I'm working
full time for UPS, parenting a toddler single

handedly, and keeping up with my recovery. | am

headed in the right direction to continue to stay
clean. | am learning everyday about how strong |



really am. | am now able to build and grow and
even flourish because | was able to achieve
sobriety and maintain it.

My whole point in writing this letter is to let
people know how much of an impact that
Landmark Recovery made on me and my
daughter's life. | am forever grateful and eternally
thankful to them for giving me a chance when no

one else wanted to. This was only a small snippet

of my story in hopes to save your attention span.

Thank a for taking the time to read,
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He, just wanted 0 say thank you Forsverything you gays did For me. That one class Fly aught
was severly ye opening and le changing forme. woud Kove 1 tay in contact and possibly
work the steps nd the work fora place ike Praxis,
mallin just ike he talked about with things, fll trot recoverya he would aways say,

haha
loved Evans getting me in contact and sting me up ith a church and church community
You havea great day and Pl bs waiting har rom al.
Loveyalt
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avant to let people know my stay at Praxis in Carmel was a great thing, They helped me greatly
with my recovery and my thought. Group Therapist Megan helped me with so much in
understanding my wrong and what 1 needtodo without being mean or hateful. 1am so glad |
came here. Alotofthe tal were alsoabig help in helping me with being angryo cling down
They have been a big understanding in what I need to do to stay sober in my recovery. I am so
thankful to have come to understand how I'm ecling and what I've been though. Thi place has
made me a stonger and better person.

Iisof Camel
“Admission Date: 7/16/23 Discharge Dae: $2723



My name isJERR. 1m an addictiaeoholc. Recently was myfist tm in a rehab
acl T came hers with hopes to change, and tis s the best I'v evr done. 'm sad hat he
Carmel Landmark got dragged ito drama and s geting shut down. Me having fo leave
reatmen arly ea bummer. Formos of us we waitedwk ar two just find a bed ina
lace that took insurance | go, and mov |have oleaethe plac | was geting grea hlp at.
Vm thankful for the PES her, aspcially Constance, Evans, and Jacks. Those people made me
realize alotof things I'v neve had any conversations Tike Pv had with them. iru have ove
forthe and the city. Another person tha reall helped me out nthe im I vas thre is
Cari She was Super awesome and helpful s murs. My therapist Yolanda realy, sally helped
ne out. appreciate her for what sh ha don, and 1 cannot wai 0 show them that 1 can do
anything in is One mre thing, th group therapists were runing great groups. Send all of
these people my huge hugs and hope to ses them in the Future,

Imited: 720723 Discharged: 123
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Dates 31/23 04/25/23
mo

My name isJES.2m arecovering alcoholic whois 118 days sober and counting. |
faced addiction for pearly 1 yearsof my We sce tated colle. 1 never had any typof drection
a glincetoface my sus and oy We had sale and it an abtime ow oo oth pin Tost
myaan my div to purse He. rlyhd mo ptons eft before decide t brea down and
Have oy amily gt me before making fe changing deconand nal commited myselfto underga
Lreatment a Landmark rs Comal. Whi thre 1s ble10 hdsome answers tobegin ng
myles abl 0 alk to cers therapists and ngage staf whet me see that 1s nt lon in
mybattle and tha had suppor. asabletaren csses hat helped highlight my iggrs and see
hat my pas umes did1 get me t th place was a. met many flow addicts there who1s
Tako today wh continue 0 each ut to me and hlp me stay on the path ad he entre Big Book
hile there and highlighted part ht us dd fo mote me when ind something begining10
{ake me back 0th ode. 1 ea able 10 sc the Importanceofmental healthandsubstance abuse
resment and es my disease not th end of myhy my tory. ws able 10 ee tht eve
‘though | had/have a good job and loving people in my life that | had let my addiction take away from
meth things held deo ar ht 1 neded get ction snd dance nd andar tat (oy

TheTape. let me see that st because someone can ile and ook ok onthe utddoer mean
hey aren ght every doy to find sanity in ht diction and sometimes for asking for helpLather tha continue losing themselves their ic. Landmark ove me hope when was hopes
Het me find peace knowing no ake and have peopl an call ends and fay fo sport me
with slong bale agaist my diction

Sincere,
I
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describe Landmark to anybody it would be the feeling of a hug.. Being inside those wallswas theer riEs

AR AIAEA ENA
‘were always met. ( | remember | used to get mad because they weren't getting things done quickBO EN lhAAIEMTWLMEae tidEmee eh
sobriety. Some hadfamilythat struggled, and it made them want to work in the field. Although they
‘might not have been able to understand what | wasgoing through,theywere able to help meEywimTT erBE

A msWA 0osETEoyyRA RN,AHRY



Wore:SNDates of Service: 04/25/2022 to 06/01/2022

When look back on my life, | can see that drugs became a way forme to escape the pain
and trauma | experienced as a child. Drugs made t easier to avoid confronting abuse and
the complex emotions | would feel as an adult. Eventually, nothing could stop those
‘emotions. | had to face them, and Landmark helped me do this. Landmark helped metum
to healing internally. Before rehab, my thoughts were jumbled and confused. But during my
time in treatment, | experienced a mental dlarity that | hadnt felt before. It was likea fog
had lifted and I could see things more clearly. With the help of the staff and other patients
support, | could see that | had to change for the better. One of the biggest things learned
in rehab was that my past didn't have to define my future.| realized that |had the power to
create a new life for myself. The next step was putting what Id learned into practice. It was a
challenge, but | was determined to make positive changes in my lfe during my time there.
And, keep that same mindset when | departed. One of the first changes | made was to start
attending therapy sessions regularly. This helped me process my emotions and work
through my trauma ina safe and supportive environment. | had been in therapy for years,
however after Landmark| decided to try trauma therapy and EMDR, which | learned about
in class at Landmark. My world has truly changed because of Landmark, and | appreciate all
the staff that work to help those who need treatment. It truly changed my lie. have over a
year of sobriety. With therapy, | have challenged myself to discover who|truly am without
alcohol or drugs. d like to think I'm still the life of the party, just a lot less loud and
hungover! | give landmark tremendous praise for helping me uncover my true inner self and
inner peace. | have found peace through the help of Landmark and their staff, and |
wouldn't want to give that up.



YorneDateofServic: 04/22/202210 05/20/2022

Towhom it may concern:

ty name sJNand 1 admitted myself into Lancimrk Recovery on April 23%, 2022. was
heavily addicted o akohol and marian. had also struggled with other drugs inthe pas, s0 my

adlicon was very universal. Anydr o drinkyou could give me, would take. knew I needed to et
help and looked online and foun Landmark. | calle the umber and the person on th other id of
the line helped me get a ride set up to come in, but also gave me time to say goodbye to my family.

When | came in, | was greeted by an amazing nurse. | believe her name was Amy, but due to
the high and hangover, could be wrong, Sh instantly made me fel comfortable | ls smoked
igaettes and did't have any with me. On her own, she gave me a pack o help me relax once vas in.

er the fist day ters, | tended clases
The classes that | attended were exactly what | needed. | knewofthe “12 Steps”, but | didn’t

know howto understand WHY my bran reacted th way t did with substances, The classes at
Landmark Recovery taught me that my brain was wired differently than others and that my disease was.
trulya disease. leamed out to prevent relapse, how to notice when 1s falling back ntomy od ways
and taught me ho to deal with the trauma Thad went through, tht was also contributed o my
addiction.

just celebrated 450 days soberonJly 18° of is year. am curently vorking a. Legal
Clerical Assistant or[ll]. 1 am making more money than eer 1m few months rom celebrating a
Year at my jobThats unheardoff me! Landmark did't make me fel ikea terrible person, They
taught me how 0 accept my disease. They taught me how t keepmytigers away. They taught me
Howtobe sober.They taught me thtit is okay oipif you get backup. Landmark taught me many
things. But thebiggest and most precious thing they taught meis how tobe a normal, sober, human. It
15 possible, and Landmark helped me get there,

stot all wishes,
_—
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helped me gain invaluable insights into myself and the underlying factors contributing to my struggles.
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